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Abstract—We consider a variant of the phase retrieval prob-
lem, where vectors are replaced by unitary matrices, i.e., the un-
known signal is a unitary matrix U , and the measurements consist
of squared inner products |tr(C†U)|2 with unitary matrices C
that are chosen by the observer. This problem has applications
to quantum process tomography, when the unknown process is
a unitary operation.
We show that PhaseLift, a convex programming algorithm
for phase retrieval, can be adapted to this matrix setting, using
measurements that are sampled from unitary 4- and 2-designs.
In the case of unitary 4-design measurements, we show that
PhaseLift can reconstruct all unitary matrices, using a near-
optimal number of measurements. This extends previous work
on PhaseLift using spherical 4-designs.
In the case of unitary 2-design measurements, we show that
PhaseLift still works pretty well on average: it recovers almost
all signals, up to a constant additive error, using a near-optimal
number of measurements. These 2-design measurements are
convenient for quantum process tomography, as they can be
implemented via randomized benchmarking techniques. This is
the first positive result on PhaseLift using 2-designs.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Phase Retrieval for Unitary Matrices
Phase retrieval is the problem of reconstructing an unknown
vector x ∈ Cd from measurements of the form |〈ai, x〉|2 (for
i = 1, . . . ,m), where the ai ∈ Cd are known vectors. This
problem has been studied extensively in a number of contexts,
including X-ray crystallography and optical imaging [1], [2].
In this paper we introduce a variant of the phase retrieval
problem, where the vectors are replaced by unitary matrices:
we want to reconstruct an unknown unitary matrix U ∈ Cd×d
from measurements of the form |tr(C†i U)|2 (for i = 1, . . . ,m),
where the Ci ∈ Cd×d are known unitary matrices. (Here,
C†i denotes the adjoint of the matrix Ci, and C
∗
i denotes the
complex conjugate.) This problem has applications in quantum
process tomography, in the scenario where the experimenter
wants to characterize an unknown unitary operation [3]–[5].
From a mathematical point of view, this problem can be seen
to be a special case of phase retrieval, where the measurements
have some additional algebraic structure: in addition to being
vectors in Cd2 , they are elements of the d × d unitary group
U(Cd×d). This can be compared with previous work on phase
retrieval, where the measurements were vectors in the unit
sphere Sd−1 ⊂ Cd. In particular, a recent line of work has led
to tractable algorithms for phase retrieval, for measurements
that are random vectors in Sd−1, sampled from the Haar
distribution, or from spherical 4-designs [6]–[10]. (We will
define these terms more precisely in the following sections.)
The main contribution of this paper is to prove analo-
gous results when the measurements are random matrices in
U(Cd×d), sampled from the Haar distribution, or from unitary
4-designs. In addition, this paper proves weaker recovery
guarantees when the measurements are sampled from spherical
and unitary 2-designs. (These measurements are of interest
because they are easier to implement in experiments, e.g., for
quantum process tomography.) In the following sections, we
will describe these results in more detail.
As a side note, while we have argued that it is natural to
consider measurement matrices Ci that are unitary, one may
ask whether it is still possible to recover all matrices U , and
not just unitary ones? Unfortunately, the answer is no. For
example, in the d = 2 case, consider the matrices
U =
(
1 0
0 0
)
and V =
(
0 0
0 1
)
. (I.1)
These matrices cannot be distinguished using any measure-
ment of the form U 7→ |tr(C†U)|2, where C ∈ C2×2 is
unitary. (To see this, note that any such C can be written
in the form
C =
(
α eiϕβ∗
β −eiϕα∗
)
, (I.2)
where α, β ∈ C, |α|2 + |β|2 = 1, and ϕ ∈ R. Hence we
have |tr(C†U)|2 = |α|2 = |tr(C†V )|2, i.e., the measurement
results are the same for U and V .) Thus, the best we can hope
for is to reconstruct some large subset of matrices in Cd×d,
such as the set of all unitary matrices.
B. PhaseLift Algorithm
PhaseLift is a tractable algorithm for solving the phase
retrieval problem, which works by “lifting” the quadratic
problem in x to a linear problem in xx† [11], [12]. We
propose the following variant of PhaseLift, for phase retrieval
of unitary matrices.
Suppose we want to recover an unknown unitary matrix
U ∈ Cd×d. Our approach will be to solve for a Hermitian
matrix Γ ∈ Cd2×d2Herm , in such a way that the solution has the
form
Γideal = vec(U)vec(U)†, (I.3)
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from which we can reconstruct U (up to a global phase factor).
Here, vec denotes the map vec : Cd×d → Cd2 that “flattens”
a d× d matrix into a d2-dimensional vector,
vec(U) = (U1,1, U1,2, U1,3, . . . , Ud,d−1, Ud,d)T . (I.4)
Note that this map preserves inner products:
〈vec(U), vec(V )〉 = tr(U†V ).
We can describe our quadratic measurements of U as
follows. Let C1, . . . , Cm ∈ Cd×d be the unitary measurement
matrices introduced earlier. We use the same normalization
convention as in previous work [9]: we work with re-scaled
matrices
√
dCi, which have roughly the same magnitude, in
Frobenius or `2 norm, as Gaussian random matrices.1
We define the measurement operator A : Cd2×d2Herm → Rm as
follows:
A(Γ) =
[
vec(
√
dCi)
†Γvec(
√
dCi)
]m
i=1
. (I.5)
Given the unknown matrix U , our measurement process re-
turns a vector
y = A(vec(U)vec(U)†)+ ε
=
[
d|tr(C†i U)|2
]m
i=1
+ ε,
(I.6)
where ε ∈ Rm is an additive noise term.
Given the measurement results y, and an upper-bound η ≥
‖ε‖2 on the strength of the noise (measured using the `2 norm),
we will then find Γ by solving a convex program:
arg min
Γ∈Cd2×d2Herm
tr(Γ) such that
‖A(Γ)− y‖2 ≤ η,
Γ  0,
tr1(Γ) = (I/d) tr(Γ),
tr2(Γ) = (I/d) tr(Γ).
(I.7)
Here, tr1(Γ) ∈ Cd×d and tr2(Γ) ∈ Cd×d denote the partial
traces over the first and second indices of Γ, defined as follows.
We view Γ ∈ Cd2×d2 as a matrix whose entries Γ(a,i),(b,j) are
indexed by (a, i), (b, j) ∈ {1, . . . , d}2. Then tr1(Γ) and tr2(Γ)
are the matrices whose entries are defined by
tr1(Γ)i,j =
d∑
a=1
Γ(a,i),(a,j), tr2(Γ)a,b =
d∑
i=1
Γ(a,i),(b,i).
(I.8)
The last three constraints in (I.7) have the effect of forcing
Γ to be a linear combination of terms vec(V )vec(V )† where
the V are unitary. (This follows from some standard facts in
quantum information theory. Let |Φ+〉 denote the maximally
entangled state |Φ+〉 = 1√
d
∑d
i=1 |i〉 ⊗ |i〉 ∈ Cd
2
. Note
that Γ is proportional to the Jamiolkowski state J(E) =
(E ⊗ I)(|Φ+〉〈Φ+|) ∈ Cd2×d2 of some quantum process
1To justify this choice, we recall the definition of the Frobenius norm,
‖M‖F = tr(M†M)1/2 = (
∑
ij |Mij |2)1/2. For our re-scaled matrices√
dCi, we have ‖
√
dCi‖2F = tr(
√
dC†i Ci
√
d) = d2. For comparison, we
note that a Gaussian random matrix G ∈ Cd×d, whose entries Gij ∈ C are
sampled independently from a complex Gaussian distribution with mean 0
and variance 1, has expected squared norm E[‖G‖2F ] = d2.
E : Cd×d → Cd×d. The last two constraints in (I.7) imply
that tr1(J(E)) = tr2(J(E)) = I/d. This implies that E is
unital and trace-preserving, which implies that E is an affine
combination of unitary processes V [13]. Hence J(E) is an
affine combination of terms J(V) = 1dvec(V )vec(V )†, where
the V are unitary.)
Also, note that the desired solution Γideal = vec(U)vec(U)†
satisfies these constraints, since we have tr1(Γideal) =
(U†U)T = I , tr2(Γideal) = UU† = I , and tr(Γideal) =
tr(U†U) = d.
C. Random Measurements and Unitary 4-Designs
We will consider the situation where the measurement ma-
trices C1, . . . , Cm are chosen independently at random from
some probability distribution over the unitary group U(Cd×d).
We will be interested in several choices for this distribution
over U(Cd×d). One natural choice is the unitarily-invariant
distribution, often called the Haar distribution, because this
gives a well-defined notion of a “uniformly random” unitary
matrix. However, for practical purposes, Haar-random mea-
surements are often difficult to implement, when the dimension
d is large.
This motivates us to consider unitary t-designs, which are
distributions that have the same t’th-order moments as the
Haar distribution. Formally, we say that a distribution D on
Cd×d is a unitary t-design if∫
D
V ⊗t ⊗ (V †)⊗t dV =
∫
Haar
V ⊗t ⊗ (V †)⊗t dV. (I.9)
(Here, A⊗B denotes the Kronecker product of two matrices
A and B, and A⊗t denotes the t-fold Kronecker product
A ⊗ A ⊗ · · · ⊗ A.) Unitary t-designs have been studied in
quantum information theory, where they are used to perform
tasks such as quantum encryption, fidelity estimation and
decoupling [14]–[18], [33]. For many purposes, it is sufficient
to use unitary t-designs where t is much smaller than d, e.g.,
t = 2, t = 4, or t = poly(log d). In these cases, there are
explicit and computationally efficient constructions for these
designs [19]–[25].
We will show that the PhaseLift algorithm in equation (I.7)
succeeds in reconstructing the unknown matrix U , when the
measurement matrices C1, . . . , Cm are chosen at random from
a unitary 4-design. In particular, we prove a recovery theorem
that has a number of attractive features. First, the number of
measurements m is close to optimal (up to a factor of log d),
since the unknown matrix U has Ω(d2) degrees of freedom.
Second, the failure probability is exponentially small in m,
and the resulting recovery guarantee is uniform over all U .
Third, the recovery is robust to noise, with an explicit bound
on the error as a function of η and m.
Our proof builds on the work of [9], who showed an
analogous result for PhaseLift when the measurements are
random vectors sampled from a spherical 4-design. We use the
same high-level approach, known as Mendelson’s small ball
method [28]–[30]. Our main technical innovation is the use
of diagrammatic calculus and Weingarten functions [31]–[33],
in order to bound the 4th-moment tensor shown in equation
(I.9).
Formally, we prove the following bound on the solution that
is returned by the PhaseLift algorithm:
Theorem I.1. There exists a numerical constant c5 > 0 such
that the following holds. Fix any c0 > 2c5. Consider the
above scenario where m measurement matrices C1, . . . , Cm
are chosen independently at random from a unitary 4-design
Gˆ in Cd×d.
Suppose that the number of measurements satisfies
m ≥ (64(4!)2c0)2 · d2 ln d. (I.10)
Then with probability at least 1− exp(−2m (4(4!))−4) (over
the choice of the Ci), we have the following uniform recovery
guarantee:
For any unitary matrix U ∈ Cd×d, it is the case that
any solution Γopt to the convex program (I.7) with noisy
measurements (I.6) must satisfy:
‖Γopt − vec(U)vec(U)†‖F ≤ 128(4!)
2η√
m
(
1 + 2c5c0−2c5
)
. (I.11)
We will present the proof in Section V.
D. Phase Retrieval Using Unitary 2-Designs
Next, we ask the question: how well does PhaseLift perform
when the measurement matrices are sampled from a unitary
2-design, rather than a 4-design?
This question is motivated by a number of practical con-
siderations. First, many experimental methods for quantum
tomography make use of random Clifford operations [26],
[27], which form a unitary 3-design, but not a 4-design [23]–
[25]. Moreover, it is generally easier to construct unitary
2-designs, either using quantum circuits or group-theoretic
methods [17], [19], [22]. The latter are particularly convenient
for randomized benchmarking tomography, where the group
structure is essential [48], [49].
We show that in this situation, PhaseLift still achieves
approximate recovery of almost all unitary matrices. Here, the
number of measurements m is still O(d2poly(log d)), which
is close to optimal. “Approximate recovery” means that the
algorithm recovers the desired solution vec(U)vec(U)† up to
an additive error of size δ‖vec(U)vec(U)†‖F = δd, where
δ  1 is some constant that is independent of the dimension d.
We show that this happens for all unitary matrices U ∈ Cd×d,
except for a subset that is small with respect to Haar measure.
In addition, we prove an analogous result for recovery of
vectors using PhaseLift, when the measurements are sampled
from a spherical 2-design. Again, we can show approxi-
mate recovery of almost all vectors in Cd, using m =
O(dpoly(log d)) measurements.
These results give a clearer picture of the kinds of measure-
ments that are sufficient for PhaseLift to succeed. In a sense,
2-designs are almost sufficient: while PhaseLift can sometimes
fail using 2-design measurements, our results show that these
failures occur very infrequently. (An explicit example of such
a failure was previously shown in [7]: there exists a spherical
2-design D in Cd, and there exist vectors x ∈ Cd, such that
phase retrieval of x requires m = Ω(d2) measurements.)
Our proofs require a new ingredient, which is a notion of
non-spikiness of the unknown vector or matrix that one is
trying to recover. Informally, we say that the unknown vector
is “non-spiky” if it has small inner product with all of the
possible measurement vectors. (This is reminiscent of previous
work on low-rank matrix completion [34]–[36].)
Our proofs proceed in two steps: first, we show that almost
all vectors are non-spiky, and then we prove that all non-spiky
vectors can be recovered (uniformly) using PhaseLift. In the
second step, the non-spikiness property plays a crucial role
in bounding certain 4th-moment quantities, where we can no
longer rely on the 4th moments of the measurement vectors,
because the measurements are now being sampled from a 2-
design.
We now state our results formally, focusing on the recovery
of matrices. (We will describe our results on the recovery of
vectors in Section III.)
Let G˜ be a finite set of unitary matrices in Cd×d. We say
that a unitary matrix U ∈ Cd×d is non-spiky with respect to
G˜ (with parameter β ≥ 0) if the following holds:
|tr(C†U)|2 ≤ β, ∀C ∈ G˜. (I.12)
Generally speaking, we will say that U is non-spiky when
β  d, e.g., β ≤ poly(log d). Our first result shows that,
when the set G˜ is not too large, almost all unitary matrices U
are non-spiky with respect to G˜.
Proposition I.2. Choose U ∈ Cd×d to be a Haar-random
unitary matrix. Then for any t ≥ 0, with probability at least
1− 4e−t (over the choice of U ), U is non-spiky with respect
to G˜, with parameter
β = 9pi
3
2 (t+ ln|G˜|). (I.13)
We will be interested in cases where the vectors in G˜ form
a unitary 2-design in Cd×d. In these cases, the set G˜ can be
relatively small, i.e., sub-exponential in d. As an example, let
d = 2n, and let G˜ ⊂ Cd×d be the set of Clifford operations on
n qubits, so we have |G˜| ≤ 22n2+3n [26], [27]. Then with high
probability, U is non-spiky with respect to G˜, with parameter
β = O(log2 d).
We then define a non-spiky variant of the PhaseLift algo-
rithm. This consists of the convex program (I.7), together with
the following additional constraint, which forces the solution
to be non-spiky:
0 ≤ vec(C)†Γvec(C) ≤ β, ∀C ∈ G˜. (I.14)
We prove that the following recovery guarantee for this
algorithm:
Theorem I.3. There exists a numerical constant c5 > 0 such
that the following holds. Fix any δ > 0 and c0 > 2c5.
Consider the above scenario where m measurement matrices
C1, . . . , Cm are chosen independently at random from a
unitary 2-design G˜ ⊂ Cd×d. Let β ≥ 0, and define ν = β/δ.
Suppose that the number of measurements satisfies
m ≥ (8c0ν2)2 · d2 ln d. (I.15)
Then with probability at least 1− exp(− 1128mν−4) (over the
choice of the Ci), we have the following uniform recovery
guarantee:
For any unitary matrix U ∈ Cd×d that is non-spiky with
respect to G˜ (with parameter β, in the sense of (I.12)), it is
the case that any solution Γopt to the convex program in (I.7)
and (I.14), with noisy measurements (I.6), must satisfy:
‖Γopt − vec(U)vec(U)†‖F
≤ max
{
δ‖vec(U)vec(U)†‖F , 16ην
2
√
m
(
1 + 2c5c0−2c5
)}
. (I.16)
Note that m, the number of measurements, again has
almost-linear scaling with d2, which is the number of degrees
of freedom in the unknown matrix U . In addition, m depends
on the dimensionless quantity ν = β/δ, where β measures the
non-spikiness of the unknown matrix U , and δ controls the
accuracy of the solution Γopt. In typical cases, we will have
β = O(poly(log d)), and we will choose δ to be constant,
hence we have ν = O(poly(log d)).
We will present the proofs of these results for phase retrieval
of matrices in Section IV, and for phase retrieval of vectors
in Section III.
E. Application to Quantum Process Tomography
Finally, we describe an application of our results to quantum
process tomography, in the case where the unknown process
corresponds to a unitary operation U ∈ Cd×d. This is sufficient
to describe the dynamics of a closed quantum system, e.g.,
time evolution generated by some Hamiltonian, or the action
of unitary gates in a quantum computer, including coherent
(but not stochastic) errors. There exist fast methods for learn-
ing unitary processes, which achieve a “quadratic speedup”
over conventional tomography, using ideas from compressed
sensing and matrix completion [3]–[5], [40]–[44].
Here, we describe an alternative way of achieving this
quadratic speedup, using phase retrieval. Our approach via
phase retrieval has a significant advantage: the measurements
can be performed in a way that is robust against state
preparation and measurement errors (SPAM errors), by using
randomized benchmarking techniques [45]–[49]. We discuss
this in Section VI.
F. Outlook
In this paper we have studied a variant of the phase retrieval
problem that seeks to reconstruct unitary matrices, and we
have proposed a variant of the PhaseLift algorithm that solves
this problem. We have proved strong reconstruction guarantees
when the measurements are sampled from unitary 4-designs,
as well as weaker guarantees when the measurements are
unitary and spherical 2-designs. This leads to novel methods
for quantum process tomography, when the unknown process
is a unitary operation.
We mention a few interesting open problems. One is to
prove error bounds that depend on the `1 norm of the noise,
rather than the `2 norm, as in [8]. Another problem is to extend
our recovery method to handle processes with Kraus rank r >
1 (e.g., stochastic errors), perhaps using the techniques in [9].
A third problem is to prove tighter bounds when the mea-
surements are random Clifford operations. Clifford operations
are particularly convenient for quantum tomography, and they
play an essential role in randomized benchmarking methods.
They are known to be a unitary 3-design, but not a 4-design
[23]–[25]. However, our numerical simulations in Section VI
seem to indicate that random Clifford measurements perform
better than their classification as a unitary 3-design would
suggest. This is supported by several recent results showing
that random Clifford operations are “close to” a unitary 4-
design [50], [51], and that random vectors chosen from a
Clifford orbit perform well for phase retrieval of vectors [10].
Can one prove a similar result for phase retrieval of matrices,
using random Clifford operations?
Finally, there has been progress in solving phase retrieval
problems using gradient descent algorithms, such as Wirtinger
Flow [52]. Can these methods be adapted to our matrix setting?
II. OUTLINE OF THE PAPER
In the rest of this paper, we will present the proofs of
our theorems, as well as further details on quantum process
tomography. In Section III, we begin with our simplest result,
on phase retrieval of vectors, using measurements sampled
from spherical 2-designs. In Section IV, we extend this
to phase retrieval of unitary matrices, using measurements
sampled from unitary 2-designs. In Section V, we extend
this further, to handle measurements sampled from unitary 4-
designs. Finally, in Section VI, we present further details and
numerical simulations regarding quantum process tomography.
A. Notation
Let Cd×dHerm be the set of d× d complex Hermitian matrices.
Let L(Cd×d,Cd×d) be the set of linear maps from Cd×d to
Cd×d. We will use calligraphic letters to denote these maps,
e.g., U , C. In general we will consider unitary maps, where U :
ρ→ UρU† for a unitary U , and C : ρ→ CρC† for a unitary
C. We will use U to represent the unknown map we want to
recover, and C to represent the measurement maps we compare
with U . Thus sometimes C will represent an element of a
unitary 2-design, and sometimes it will represent an element
of a unitary 4-design.
For any matrix A, let A† be its adjoint, let AT be its
transpose, and let A∗ be its complex conjugate.
For any matrix A, with singular values σ1(A) ≥ σ2(A) ≥
· · · ≥ σd(A) ≥ 0, let ‖A‖ = σ1(A) be the operator norm, let
‖A‖F =
√∑
i σ
2
i (A) be the Frobenius norm, and let ‖A‖∗ =∑
i σi(A) be the nuclear or trace norm.
Because we use very similar approaches for the three
cases of spherical 2-designs, unitary 2-designs, and unitary
4-designs, we will have similar notation in each section. In
general, un-addorned notation (e.g. f , A) will be used for
spherical 2-designs, notation with tildes (e.g. f˜ , A˜) will be
used for unitary 2-designs, and notation with hats (e.g. fˆ , Aˆ)
will be used for unitary 4-designs.
III. PHASE RETRIEVAL AND LOW-RANK MATRIX
RECOVERY USING SPHERICAL 2-DESIGNS
We first consider phase retrieval of vectors. In fact, we
follow the approach of [9], and consider the more general
problem of low-rank matrix recovery. Whereas the authors of
[9] showed an exact recovery result for measurements that are
sampled from a spherical 4-design, we show an approximate,
average-case recovery result for measurements that are chosen
from a spherical 2-design.
We want to reconstruct an unknown matrix X ∈ Cd×dHerm,
having rank at most r, from quadratic measurements of the
form
yi = w
†
iXwi + εi, i = 1, 2, . . . ,m, (III.1)
where the measurement vectors wi ∈ Cd are known and are
sampled independently at random from a spherical 2-design,
and the εi ∈ R are unknown contributions due to additive
noise.
This problem has been studied previously, particularly in
the rank-1 case (setting r = 1), where it corresponds to
phase retrieval [7], [9]. Roughly speaking, it is known that
spherical 4-designs are sufficient to recover X efficiently [9],
whereas there exists a spherical 2-design that can not recover
X efficiently [7]. More precisely, X can be recovered (uni-
formly), via convex relaxation, from m = O(rdpoly log d)
measurements chosen from any spherical 4-design; while on
the other hand, X cannot be recovered, by any method, from
fewer than m = Ω(d2) measurements chosen from a particular
spherical 2-design.
Here, we show that 2-designs are sufficient to recover
a large subset of all the rank-r matrices in Cd×dHerm. More
precisely, we show that 2-designs achieve efficient approx-
imate recovery of all low-rank matrices X that are non-
spiky with respect to the measurement vectors (we will define
this more precisely below). This implies that 2-designs are
sufficient to recover generic (random) low-rank matrices X ,
since these matrices satisfy the non-spikiness requirement with
probability close to 1. Here, “efficient approximate recovery”
means recovery up to an arbitrarily small constant error, using
m = O(rdpoly log d) measurements, by solving a convex
relaxation. This is reminiscent of results on non-spiky low-
rank matrix completion [34]–[36].
A. Non-spikiness condition
Let G be a finite set of vectors in Cd, each of length 1.
We say that X is non-spiky with respect to G (with parameter
β ≥ 0) if the following holds:
|w†Xw| ≤ β
d
‖X‖∗, ∀w ∈ G. (III.2)
Here, ‖X‖∗ = tr(|X|) denotes the nuclear norm. Generally
speaking, we will say that X is non-spiky when the parameter
β is much smaller than d, e.g., of size poly(log d).
We now show that, when the set G is not too large, almost
all rank-r matrices X ∈ Cd×dHerm are non-spiky with respect to
G.
Proposition III.1. Fix some rank-r matrix W ∈ Cd×dHerm.
Construct a random matrix X by setting X = UWU†, where
U ∈ Cd×d is a Haar-random unitary operator.
Then for any t ≥ 0, with probability at least 1 − 2e−t
(over the choice of U ), X is non-spiky with respect to G, with
parameter
β = 9pi3(t+ ln|G|+ ln r). (III.3)
Proof: Let Sd−1 denote the unit sphere in Cd. Fix any vector
w ∈ Sd−1, and let x be a uniformly random vector in Sd−1.
Using Levy’s lemma [53], [54], we have that
Pr[|w†x| ≥ ε] ≤ 2 exp(− dε29pi3 ). (III.4)
Setting ε =
√
9pi3
d (t+ ln|G|+ ln r), we get that
Pr[|w†x| ≥ ε] ≤ 2e−t|G|−1r−1. (III.5)
Now recall that X = UWU†, and write the spectral
decomposition of W as W =
∑r
i=1 λiviv
†
i . Then for any
w ∈ G, we can write w†Xw as follows:
w†Xw = w†UWU†w =
r∑
i=1
λi|w†Uvi|2. (III.6)
Each vector Uvi is uniformly random in Sd−1, hence it obeys
the bound in (III.5). Using the union bound over all w ∈ G
and all v1, . . . , vr, we conclude that:
|w†Uvi| ≤ ε, ∀w ∈ G, ∀i = 1, . . . , r, (III.7)
with failure probability at most 2e−t. Combining this with
(III.6) proves the claim. 
We will be interested in cases where the vectors in G form
a spherical 2-design in Cd. In these cases, the set G can be
relatively small, i.e., sub-exponential in d. As an example, let
d = 2n, and let G be the set of stabilizer states on n qubits,
so we have |G| ≤ 4n2 [26]. Then with high probability, X is
non-spiky with respect to G, with parameter β = O(log2 d).
B. Convex relaxation (PhaseLift)
We now consider measurement vectors w1, . . . , wm that are
sampled independently from a spherical 2-design G ⊂ Cd.
Using these measurements, we will seek to reconstruct those
matrices X ∈ Cd×dHerm that are low-rank, and non-spiky with
respect to G.
We assume we are given a bound on the nuclear norm of
X , say (without loss of generality):
‖X‖∗ ≤ 1. (III.8)
As was done in [9], we will rescale the vectors wi to be
more like Gaussian random vectors, i.e., we will work with
the vectors
ai = [(d+ 1)d]
1/4wi, i = 1, . . . ,m. (III.9)
We also let A be the renormalized version of the spherical
2-design G,
A = {[(d+ 1)d]1/4w | w ∈ G}. (III.10)
Then X will satisfy the following the non-spikiness condi-
tions:
|a†Xa| ≤ β
√
1 + 1d , ∀a ∈ A. (III.11)
We define the sampling operator A : Cd×dHerm → Rm,
A(Z) = (a†iZai)mi=1. (III.12)
Using this notation, the measurement process returns a vector
y = A(X) + ε, ‖ε‖2 ≤ η, (III.13)
where we assume we know an upper-bound η on the size of
the noise term.
We will solve the following convex relaxation, which is
essentially the PhaseLift convex program, augmented with
non-spikiness constraints:
arg min
Z∈Cd×dHerm
‖Z‖∗ such that
‖A(Z)− y‖2 ≤ η,
|a†Za| ≤ β
√
1 + 1d , ∀a ∈ A.
(III.14)
C. Approximate recovery of non-spiky low-rank matrices
We show the following uniform recovery guarantee for the
convex relaxation shown in equation (III.14):
Theorem III.2. Fix any δ > 0 and C0 > 13. Consider
the above scenario where m measurement vectors a1, . . . , am
are chosen independently at random from a (renormalized)
spherical 2-design A ⊂ Cd. Let 1 ≤ r ≤ d and β ≥ 0, and
define ν = 2β/δ.
Suppose that the number of measurements satisfies
m ≥ (8C0ν2(1 + 1d ))2 · rd log(2d). (III.15)
Then with probability at least
1− exp
(
− 1128 m
(
ν2(1 + 1d )
)−2)
(over the choice of the ai), we have the following uniform
recovery guarantee:
For any rank-r matrix Xtrue ∈ Cd×dHerm that has nuclear
norm ‖Xtrue‖∗ ≤ 1, and is non-spiky with respect to A (with
parameter β, in the sense of (III.11)), it is the case that
any solution Xopt to the convex program (III.14) with noisy
measurements (III.13) must satisfy:
‖Xopt −Xtrue‖F
≤ max
{
δ, 16ην
2
√
m
(1 + 1d )(1 +
13
C0−13 )
}
.
(III.16)
This error bound has similar scaling to the one in [9]: the
number of measurements m is only slightly larger than the
number of degrees of freedom O(rd), and the error Xopt−Xtrue
decreases like η/
√
m, until it reaches the limit δ. However,
now both of these bounds also involve the dimensionless
quantity ν, which in turn depends on the non-spikiness β of
the original matrix Xtrue, as well as the desired accuracy δ
of the reconstructed matrix Xopt. In some sense, this is the
price that one pays when one uses a weaker measurement
ensemble, such as a spherical 2-design. It is an interesting
question whether one can improve these bounds, to have a
better dependence on ν.
The proof follows the same strategy used in [9] to show low-
rank matrix recovery using spherical 4-design measurements,
by means of Mendelson’s small-ball method [30]. The key
difference is that our measurements are spherical 2-designs
only, so we do not have control over their fourth moments.
Instead, we use the non-spikiness properties of Xtrue and Xopt
to bound the fourth moments that appear in the proof. This
allows us to show approximate recovery of Xtrue, up to an
arbitrarily small constant error δ.
We will present this proof in several steps.
D. Approximate recovery via modified descent cone
We begin by defining a modified version of the descent cone
used in [9], [30]. Let f : Rd → R∪ {∞} be a proper convex
function, and let xtrue ∈ Rd and δ ≥ 0. Then we define the
modified descent cone D′(f, xtrue, δ) as follows:
D′(f, xtrue, δ) = {y ∈ Rd | ∃τ > 0 such that
f(xtrue + τy) ≤ f(xtrue),
‖τy‖2 ≥ δ}.
(III.17)
This is the set of all directions, originating at the point xtrue,
that cause the value of f to decrease, when one takes a step
of size at least δ. Note that this is a cone, but not necessarily
a convex cone.
We use this to state an approximate recovery bound, analo-
gous to Prop. 7 in [9] and Prop. 2.6 in [30]. Let y be a noisy
linear measurement of xtrue, given by y = Φxtrue + ε, where
Φ ∈ Rm×d and ‖ε‖2 ≤ η. Then let xopt be a solution of the
convex program
arg min
z∈Rd
f(z) such that ‖Φz − y‖2 ≤ η. (III.18)
Then we have the following recovery bound:
‖xopt − xtrue‖2 ≤ max
{
δ,
2η
λmin(Φ;D′(f, xtrue, δ))
}
,
(III.19)
where λmin is the conic minimum singular value,
λmin(Φ;D
′(f, xtrue, δ))
= inf{‖Φu‖2 | u ∈ Sd−1 ∩D′(f, xtrue, δ)}. (III.20)
This is proved easily, using the same argument as in [9], [30].
We now re-state this bound for the setup in Theorem III.2.
Here the function f : Cd×dHerm → R ∪ {∞} is given by
f(Z) =

‖Z‖∗ if z is non-spiky in
the sense of (III.11),
∞ otherwise,
(III.21)
and we use
D(f,Xtrue, δ) = {Y ∈Cd×dHerm | ∃τ > 0 such that
f(Xtrue + τY ) ≤ f(Xtrue),
‖τY ‖F ≥ δ}.
(III.22)
Our recovery bound is:
‖Xopt −Xtrue‖F ≤ max
{
δ,
2η
λmin(A;D(f,Xtrue, δ))
}
,
(III.23)
and we want to lower-bound the quantity λmin:
λmin(A;D(f,Xtrue, δ))
= inf
Y ∈E(Xtrue)
[ m∑
i=1
|tr(aia†iY )|2
]1/2
,
where we define
E(Xtrue) = {Y ∈ D(f,Xtrue, δ) | ‖Y ‖F = 1}. (III.24)
E. Mendelson’s small-ball method
In order to lower-bound λmin, we will use Mendelson’s
small-ball method, following the steps described in [9]
(see also [30]). We will prove a uniform lower-bound that
holds for all Xtrue simultaneously, i.e., we will lower-bound
infXtrue λmin. We define
E =
⋃
Xtrue
E(Xtrue), (III.25)
where the union runs over all Xtrue ∈ Cd×dHerm that have rank at
most r and satisfy the non- spikiness conditions (III.11). We
then take the infimum over all Y ∈ E.
Using Mendelson’s small-ball method (Theorem 8 in [9]),
we have that for any ξ > 0 and t ≥ 0, with probability at least
1− e−2t2 ,
inf
Y ∈E
[ m∑
i=1
|tr(aia†iY )|2
]1/2
≥ ξ√mQ2ξ(E)− 2Wm(E)− ξt, (III.26)
where we define
Qξ(E) = inf
Y ∈E
{
Pr
a∼A
[|tr(aa†Y )| ≥ ξ]
}
, (III.27)
Wm(E) = E
i∼±1
ai∼A
[
sup
Y ∈E
tr(HY )
]
, H =
1√
m
m∑
i=1
εiaia
†
i ,
(III.28)
and ε1, . . . , εm are Rademacher random variables.
F. Lower-bounding Qξ(E)
We will lower-bound Qξ(E) as follows. Fix some Y ∈ E.
We know that Y is in E(Xtrue), for some Xtrue ∈ Cd×dHerm that
has rank at most r and is non-spiky in the sense of (III.11).
Hence we know that ‖Y ‖F = 1, and there exists some τ > 0
such that Xtrue + τY is non-spiky in the sense of (III.11), and
we have
‖Xtrue + τY ‖∗ ≤ ‖Xtrue‖∗, ‖τY ‖F ≥ δ. (III.29)
Note that we have ‖τY ‖F = τ ≥ δ.
We will lower-bound Pr[|tr(aa†Y )| ≥ ξ], for any ξ ∈ [0, 1],
using the Paley-Zygmund inequality, and appropriate bounds
on the second and fourth moments of tr(aa†Y ). Let us define
a random variable
S = | tr(aa†τY )|. (III.30)
We can lower-bound E(S2), using the same calculation as in
Prop. 12 of [9]:
E(S2) = tr(τY )2 + ‖τY ‖2F ≥ 0 + τ2. (III.31)
To handle E(S4), we need to use a different argument from
the one in [9], since our a is sampled from a spherical 2-
design, not a 4-design. Our solution is to upper-bound S, using
the non-spikiness properties of Xtrue and Xtrue + τY :
S =
∣∣− tr(aa†Xtrue) + tr(aa†(Xtrue + τY ))∣∣
≤ (2β)
√
1 + 1d .
(III.32)
This implies an upper-bound on E(S4):
E(S4) ≤ (2β)2(1 + 1d )E(S2). (III.33)
Putting it all together, we have:
Pr
a∼A
[| tr(aa†Y )| ≥ ξ]
= Pr[S2 ≥ τ2ξ2]
≥ Pr[S2 ≥ ξ2E(S2)]
≥ (1− ξ2)2E(S
2)2
E(S4)
≥ (1− ξ2)2 τ
2
(2β)2(1 + 1d )
.
(III.34)
Finally, using the fact that τ ≥ δ, we have that
Q1/2(E) ≥ (1− ξ2)2 δ
2
(2β)2(1 + 1d )
. (III.35)
G. Upper-bounding Wm(E)
Next, we will upper-bound Wm(E), using essentially the
same argument as in [9]. Recall that the argument in [9]
showed an upper-bound on Wm(F ), where F was a slightly
different set than our E, and the ai were sampled from a
spherical 4-design rather than a 2-design. The argument used
the following steps:
Wm(F ) = E sup
Y ∈F
tr(HY )
≤ E 2√r‖H‖
≤ 2√r · (3.1049)
√
d log(2d),
(III.36)
using Lemma 10 and Prop. 13 in [9], and provided that m ≥
2d log d.
The first step still works to upper-bound Wm(E), because
E ⊂ F . To see this, recall that the set F was defined as
follows:
F =
⋃
Xtrue
F (Xtrue), (III.37)
where the union was over all Xtrue ∈ Cd×dHerm with rank at most
r, and
F (Xtrue) = {Y ∈ D(‖·‖∗, Xtrue, 0) | ‖Y ‖F = 1}. (III.38)
This can be compared with our definition of the set E in
(III.25) and (III.24).
The second step still works for our choice of the ai, because
Prop. 13 in [9] does not use the full power of the spherical
4-design. In fact it only requires that the ai are sampled from
a spherical 1-design (because the proof relies mainly on the
Rademacher random variables εi). Thus we conclude that
Wm(E) ≤ 2
√
r · (3.1049)
√
d log(2d). (III.39)
H. Final result
Combining equations (III.24), (III.26), (III.35) and (III.39),
and setting ξ = 14 , ν = 2β/δ and t =
1
16
√
m
(
ν2(1 + 1d )
)−1
,
we get that:
inf
Xtrue
λmin(A;D(f,Xtrue, δ))
≥ 14
√
m
9
16ν2(1 + 1d )
− (12.44)
√
rd log(2d)− 14 t
= 18
√
m
1
ν2(1 + 1d )
− (12.44)
√
rd log(2d).
(III.40)
Now we set m ≥ (8C0ν2(1+ 1d ))2 ·rd log(2d), which implies
√
m
8C0ν2(1 +
1
d )
≥
√
rd log(2d), (III.41)
hence
inf
Xtrue
λmin(A;D(f,Xtrue, δ))
≥ 18
√
m
1
ν2(1 + 1d )
C0−13
C0
.
(III.42)
This can be plugged into our approximate recovery bound
(III.23). This finishes the proof of Theorem III.2. 
IV. PHASE RETRIEVAL USING UNITARY 2-DESIGNS
Next, we extend our results from vectors to unitary matrices.
First, we consider phase retrieval using measurements that are
sampled from unitary 2-designs, as described in Section I-D.
A. Non-spikiness
First, let G˜ ⊂ Cd×d be a unitary 2-design. we prove
Proposition I.2, showing that almost all unitary matrices are
non-spiky with respect to G˜:
Proof: Fix any C ∈ G˜. Using Levy’s lemma [56], and noting
that the function U 7→ tr(U†C) has Lipshitz coefficient η ≤
‖C‖F =
√
d, we have that
Pr[|tr(U†C)| ≥ ε] ≤ 4 exp(− 29pi3 ε2). (IV.1)
Setting ε =
√
9pi3
2 (t+ ln|G˜|), we get that
Pr[|tr(U†C)| ≥ ε] ≤ 4e−t|G˜|−1. (IV.2)
Using the union bound over all C ∈ G˜, we conclude that:
|tr(U†C)| ≤ ε, ∀C ∈ G˜, (IV.3)
with failure probability at most 4e−t. This proves the claim.

B. Approximate recovery of non-spiky unitary matrices
Next, let A˜ denote the measurement operator defined in
equation (I.5), where the measurement matrices C1, . . . , Cm
are chosen independently at random from the unitary 2-design
G˜.
We now prove Theorem I.3, showing that all non-spiky
unitary matrices can be recovered approximately via PhaseLift,
given these measurements. We will present this proof in
several steps, following the same strategy as in the previous
section.
We will use the following notation. For any unitary matrix
U ∈ Cd×d, let U : Cd×d → Cd×d be the quantum process
whose action is given by U : ρ 7→ UρU†. Let J(U) be
the corresponding Jamiolkowski state, as defined in equation
(VI.3), which can be written as
J(U) = 1
d
vec(U)vec(U)† ∈ Cd2×d2 . (IV.4)
Using this notation, we can write the desired solution of
the PhaseLift convex program as J(U)d, and we can write the
measurement operator A˜ as
A˜(Γ) =
[
tr(ΓJ(Ci)d2)
]m
i=1
. (IV.5)
We want to recover the solution J(U)d, up to an additive error
of size δ‖J(U)d‖F = δd.
C. Modified descent cone
We define the function f˜ : Cd
2×d2
Herm → R∪{∞} as follows:
f˜(Γ) =

tr(Γ) if Γ is non-spiky in the sense
of (I.14), and also satisfies the
last three constraints in (I.7),
∞ otherwise.
(IV.6)
Our recovery bound is:
‖Γopt − J(U)d‖F
≤ max
{
δd,
2η
λmin(A˜;D(f˜ , J(U)d, δd))
}
, (IV.7)
and we want to lower-bound the quantity λmin:
λmin(A˜;D(f˜ , J(U)d, δd))
= inf
Y ∈E˜(U)
[ m∑
i=1
|tr(Y J(Ci)d2)|2
]1/2
,
(IV.8)
where we define
E˜(U) = {Y ∈ D(f˜ , J(U)d, δd) | ‖Y ‖F = 1}. (IV.9)
D. Mendelson’s small-ball method
We will use Mendelson’s small-ball method to lower-bound
λmin. We will prove a uniform lower-bound that holds for
all U simultaneously, i.e., we will lower-bound infU λmin. We
define
E˜ =
⋃
U
E˜(U), (IV.10)
where the union runs over all unitary processes U : ρ 7→ UρU†
such that U ∈ Cd×d satisfies the non-spikiness conditions
(I.12). We then take the infimum over all Y ∈ E˜.
We will then lower-bound this quantity, using Mendelson’s
small-ball method (Theorem 8 in [9]): for any ξ > 0 and
t ≥ 0, with probability at least 1− e−2t2 , we have that
inf
Y ∈E˜
[ m∑
i=1
|tr(Y J(Ci)d2)|2
]1/2
≥ ξ√mQ˜2ξ(E˜)− 2W˜m(E˜)− ξt, (IV.11)
where we define
Q˜ξ(E˜) = inf
Y ∈E˜
{
Pr
C∼G˜
[|tr(Y J(C)d2)| ≥ ξ]
}
, (IV.12)
W˜m(E˜) = E
i∼±1
C∼G˜
[
sup
Y ∈E˜
tr(Y H˜)
]
,
with H˜ =
1√
m
m∑
i=1
εiJ(Ci)d2, (IV.13)
and ε1, . . . , εm are Rademacher random variables.
E. Lower-bounding Q˜ξ(E˜)
We will lower-bound Q˜ξ(E˜) as follows. Fix some Y ∈ E˜.
We know that Y is in E˜(U), for some unitary process U : ρ 7→
UρU† such that U is non-spiky in the sense of (I.12). (As a
result, J(U)d also satisfies the last three constraints in (I.7).)
Hence, we know that ‖Y ‖F = 1, and there exists some τ > 0
such that J(U)d+ τY is non-spiky in the sense of (I.14) and
satisfies the last three constraints in (I.7), and we have
tr(J(U)d+ τY ) ≤ tr(J(U)d), ‖τY ‖F ≥ δd. (IV.14)
Note that we have ‖τY ‖F = τ ≥ δd.
We will lower-bound Pr[|tr(Y J(C)d2)| ≥ ξ], for any ξ ∈
[0, 1], using the Paley-Zygmund inequality, and appropriate
bounds on the second and fourth moments of tr(Y J(C)d2).
To simplify the notation, let us define a random variable
S˜ = τ |tr(Y J(C)d2)|. (IV.15)
1) Lower-bounding E(S˜2): We will first put S˜ into a form
that is easier to work with. We can write Y in the form Y =
J(Y)d, which is the rescaled Choi matrix of some linear map
Y ∈ L(Cd×d,Cd×d). Using the relationship between the trace
of Choi and Liouville representations (see Appendix A), we
have
S˜ =τ | tr(J(C)J(Y)d3)|
=τd| tr((CL)†YL)|
=τd| tr((C† ⊗ CT )YL)|. (IV.16)
We can calculate E(S˜2) by using the fact that C ∈ G˜ is
chosen from a unitary 2-design:
E(S˜2) =τ2d2
∫
Haar
∣∣tr ((U ⊗ U∗ ⊗ U ⊗ U∗)(YL ⊗ YL))∣∣ dU
≥τ2d2
∣∣∣∣tr(∫
Haar
(U ⊗ U∗ ⊗ U ⊗ U∗)dU (YL ⊗ YL)
)∣∣∣∣ .
(IV.17)
Now using Weingarten functions [31]–[33], we have that∫
Haar
(U⊗U ⊗ U† ⊗ U†)dU
=
P3412 + P4321
d2 − 1 −
P3421 + P4312
d(d2 − 1) (IV.18)
where
Pσ(1),σ(2),...σ(t)
=
∑
j1,j2,...,jt
|j1〉〈jσ(1)| ⊗ |j2〉〈jσ(2)| ⊗ · · · ⊗ |jt〉〈jσ(t)|
(IV.19)
is a permutation of the registers.
Let T2(·) transpose the second half of the indices of a matrix
in Cd2×d2 . That is, for any matrix
X =
∑
ijkl
xijkl|i〉〈j| ⊗ |k〉〈l|, (IV.20)
we have
T2(X) =
∑
ijkl
xijkl|i〉〈j| ⊗ |l〉〈k|. (IV.21)
Then note that
P1324T2
(∫
Haar
(U ⊗ U ⊗ U† ⊗ U†)dU
)
P1324
=
∫
Haar
(U ⊗ U∗ ⊗ U ⊗ U∗)dU. (IV.22)
Combining with Eq. (IV.17) and Eq. (IV.18), we have
E(S˜2) ≥ τ2d2
∣∣∣∣tr(P1324T2(P3412 + P4321d2 − 1 − P3421 + P4312d(d2 − 1)
)
P1324(YL ⊗ YL
)∣∣∣∣ . (IV.23)
Because addition commutes with permutation and transposition and trace, we need to calculate
tr
(
P1324T2(Pσ)P1324(YL ⊗ YL)
)
(IV.24)
for σ ∈ {3412, 4312, 3421, 4321}. Letting σ = (abcd), we have
tr
(
P1324T2(Pabcd)P1324(YL ⊗ YL)
)
= tr
P1324T2
 ∑
j1,j2,j3,j4
|j1〉〈ja| ⊗ |j2〉〈jb| ⊗ |j3〉〈jc| ⊗ |j4〉〈jd|
P1324(YL ⊗ YL)

= tr
P1324 ∑
j1,j2,j3,j4
|j1〉〈ja| ⊗ |j2〉〈jb| ⊗ |jc〉〈j3| ⊗ |jd〉〈j4|P1324(YL ⊗ YL)

= tr
 ∑
j1,j2,j3,j4
|j1〉〈ja| ⊗ |jc〉〈j3| ⊗ |j2〉〈jb| ⊗ |jd〉〈j4|(YL ⊗ YL)

=
∑
j1,j2,j3,j4
〈jaj3|YL|j1jc〉〈jbj4|YL|j2jd〉. (IV.25)
We know that Y = J(Y)d satisfies the last three constraints
in (I.7). Because of these constraints, we have∑
i1,i2,i3
〈i2i3|YL|i1i1〉 =
∑
i1,i2,i3
d〈i2i1|J(Y)|i3i1〉
=
∑
i2,i3
d〈i2| tr2(J(Y))|i3〉
= d tr(J(Y)),
(IV.26)
and ∑
i1,i2,i3
〈i1i1|YL|i2i3〉 =
∑
i1,i2,i3
d〈i1i2|J(Y)|i1i3〉
=
∑
i2,i3
d〈i2| tr1(J(Y))|i3〉
= d tr(J(Y)).
(IV.27)
We now go through the four permutations of Eq. (IV.23):
• P3412. In this case, a = 3, b = 4, c = 1, and d =
2. Plugging into Eq. (IV.25) and using Eqs. (IV.27) and
(IV.26), we have
tr
(
P1324T2(P3412)P1324(YL ⊗ YL)
)
= d2 tr(J(Y))2.
(IV.28)
• P4321. In this case, a = 4, b = 3, c = 2, and d = 1.
Plugging into Eq. (IV.25), we have
tr
(
P1324T2(P4321)P1324(YL ⊗ YL)
)
=
∑
j1,j2,j3,j4
〈j4j3|YL|j1j2〉〈j3j4|YL|j2j1〉
=
∑
j1,j2,j3,j4
〈j4j3|YL|j1j2〉〈j4j3|(YL)∗|j1j2〉
=
∑
j1,j2,j3,j4
|〈j4j3|YL|j1j2〉|2
=‖YL‖2F
=d2‖J(Y)‖2F , (IV.29)
where we used Eq. (A.4).
• P3421. In this case, a = 3, b = 4, c = 2, and d =
1. Plugging into Eq. (IV.25) and using Eqs. (IV.27) and
(IV.26), we have
tr
(
P1324T2(P3412)P1324(YL ⊗ YL)
)
= d2 tr(J(Y))2.
(IV.30)
• P4312. In this case, a = 4, b = 3, c = 1, and d =
2. Plugging into Eq. (IV.25) and using Eqs. (IV.27) and
(IV.26), we have
tr
(
P1324T2(P3412)P1324(YL ⊗ YL)
)
= d2 tr(J(Y))2.
(IV.31)
Putting it all together, we have
E(S˜2) ≥ τ2d4
∣∣∣∣ tr(J(Y))2 + ‖J(Y)‖2Fd2 − 1 − 2 tr(J(Y))2d(d2 − 1)
∣∣∣∣
≥ τ2d2(1− 2d ) tr(J(Y))2 + τ2d2‖J(Y)‖2F
≥ 0 + τ2d2‖J(Y)‖2F = τ2‖Y ‖2F = τ2. (IV.32)
2) Upper-bounding E(S˜4): To handle E(S˜4), we need
to use a different argument from that in [9], since we are
sampling from a unitary 2-design, not a 4-design. Our solution
is to upper-bound S˜, using the non-spikiness properties of
J(U)d and J(U)d+ τY :
S˜ =
∣∣− tr(J(U)dJ(C)d2) + tr((J(U)d+ τY )J(C)d2)∣∣
≤ βd.
(IV.33)
This implies an upper-bound on E(S˜4):
E(S˜4) ≤ β2d2E(S˜2). (IV.34)
Putting it all together, and using the Paley-Zygmund in-
equality, for any ξ ∈ [0, 1], we have:
Pr[| tr(Y J(C)d2)| ≥ ξ]
= Pr[S˜2 ≥ ξ2τ2]
≥ Pr[S˜2 ≥ ξ2E(S˜2)]
≥ (1− ξ2)2E(S˜
2)2
E(S˜4)
≥ (1− ξ2)2 τ
2
β2d2
.
(IV.35)
Thus, using the fact that τ ≥ δ, we have that
Q˜ξ(E˜) ≥ (1− ξ2)2 δ
2
β2
. (IV.36)
F. Upper-bounding W˜m(E)
In this section, we will bound
W˜m(E) = E sup
Y ∈E˜
tr(Y H˜), H˜ =
1√
m
m∑
i=1
εiJ(Ci)d2,
(IV.37)
where the εi are Rademacher random variables, and the
expectation is taken both over the εi and the choice of the
unitaries Ci. For this bound, we will only need the fact that
the Ci are chosen from a unitary 1-design, rather than a unitary
2-design.
We start by following the argument in [9], where it is shown
that
E sup
Y ∈Fr
tr(Y H˜) ≤ E2√r‖H˜‖ (IV.38)
where
Fr =
⋃
Xtrue
F (Xtrue), (IV.39)
and the union is over all Xtrue ∈ Cd×dHerm with rank at most r,
and
F (Xtrue) = {Y ∈ D(‖·‖∗, Xtrue, 0) | ‖Y ‖F = 1}. (IV.40)
This can be compared with our definition of the set E˜ in
(IV.10) and (IV.9).
In our case, we have E˜ =
⋃
U E˜(U), where the union is
over all processes U whose unnormalized Choi state J(U)d ∈
Cd
2×d2
Herm has rank 1, and where U satisfies the non-spikiness
condition (I.14). E˜(U) is defined similarly to F (Xtrue), but
using the function f from (IV.6) rather than the trace norm.
While f involves the trace tr(·) instead of the trace norm
‖·‖∗, because we are considering only positive semidefinite
matrices, it can be replaced by the trace norm. Hence E˜ ⊂ F1,
and so
E sup
Y ∈E˜
tr(Y H˜) ≤ E sup
Y ∈F1
tr(Y H˜) ≤ 2E‖H˜‖. (IV.41)
Now we analyze
Eε,C
∥∥∥∥∥ 1√m
m∑
i=1
εiJ(Ci)d2
∥∥∥∥∥ , (IV.42)
using similar tools to what is used in [9]. Since the j’s form a
Rademacher sequence and J(Ci) are Hermitian, we can apply
the non-commutative Khintchine inequality [55], [57]:
Eε,C
∥∥∥∥∥ 1√m
m∑
i=1
εiJ(Ci)d2
∥∥∥∥∥
≤ EC
√
2 ln(2d2)/m
∥∥∥∥∥
m∑
i=1
J(Ci)2
∥∥∥∥∥
1/2
d2
≤
√
2 ln(2d2)/m
(
EC
∥∥∥∥∥
m∑
i=1
J(Ci)
∥∥∥∥∥
)1/2
d2, (IV.43)
where in the second line we used Jensen’s inequality, and we
used the fact that J(Ci) is a rank one projector with trace 1,
so J(Ci)2 = J(Ci).
We now apply the matrix Chernoff inequality of Theorem
15 in [9] to EC ‖
∑m
i=1 J(Ci)‖. To apply the theorem, we need
to bound∥∥∥∥∥EC
m∑
i=1
J(Ci)
∥∥∥∥∥ and ‖J(Ci)‖. (IV.44)
Since J(Ci) corresponds to a quantum state, its maximum
eigenvalue is 1, so ‖J(Ci)‖ = 1. Next, notice
EC
m∑
i=1
J(Ci) =
m∑
i=1
ECJ(Ci) = m
d2
I. (IV.45)
Because the Ci are drawn from a unitary 2-design, ECJ(Ci) is
the state that results when a depolarizing channel is applied to
one half of a maximally entangled state. (Randomly applying
operations from a unitary 1-design results in the depolarizing
channel.) The resulting state is the maximally mixed state I/d2
in Cd2×d2 . Thus ∥∥∥∥∥EC
m∑
i=1
J(Ci)
∥∥∥∥∥ = md2 . (IV.46)
Then the Matrix Chernoff Inequality (Theorem 15 in [9])
tells us that for any γ > 0,
E
∥∥∥∥∥∥
m∑
j=1
J(Ci)
∥∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ (e
γ − 1)m+ d2 log d2
d2γ
. (IV.47)
Minimizing γ gives
E
∥∥∥∥∥∥
m∑
j=1
J(Ci)
∥∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ c4m/d2 (IV.48)
for some numerical constant c4 > 0. Plugging this expression
into Eq. (IV.43), we obtain the desired bound:
W˜m(E˜) ≤ c5
√
ln d · d, (IV.49)
where c5 > 0 is some numerical constant.
G. Final result
Combining equations (IV.8), (IV.11), (IV.36) and (IV.49),
and setting ξ = 1/4, ν = β/δ and t = 116
√
mν−2, we get
that:
inf
U
λmin(A˜;D(f˜ , J(U)d, δd))
≥ 1
4
√
m
9
16ν2
− 2c5
√
ln d · d− 1
4
t
=
1
8
√
m
1
ν2
− 2c5
√
ln d · d.
(IV.50)
Now we set m ≥ (8ν2c0)2 · d2 ln d, which implies
1
8ν2c0
√
m ≥
√
ln d · d, (IV.51)
hence
inf
U
λmin(A˜;D(f˜ , J(U)d, δd))
≥
√
m
8ν2
(
1− 2c5
c0
)
.
(IV.52)
This can be plugged into our approximate recovery bound
(IV.7). This finishes the proof of Theorem I.3. 
V. PHASE RETRIEVAL USING UNITARY 4-DESIGNS
In this section, we again consider the PhaseLift algorithm
for recovering an unknown unitary matrix U ∈ Cd×d. How-
ever, we now consider a stronger measurement ensemble: we
let the measurement matrices C1, . . . , Cm be chosen from a
unitary 4-design Gˆ in Cd×d. This leads to a stronger recovery
guarantee: PhaseLift achieves exact recovery of all unitaries
U . This claim was presented in Theorem I.1. We show the
proof here.
We use the same notation as in the previous section, except
that here we call the measurement operator Aˆ rather than A˜.
We can write the desired solution of the PhaseLift convex
program as J(U)d, and we can write the measurement operator
Aˆ as
Aˆ(Γ) =
[
tr(ΓJ(Ci)d2)
]m
i=1
. (V.1)
We want to recover the solution J(U)d, up to an additive error
of size δ‖J(U)d‖F = δd.
A. Descent cone
For the case of unitary 4-designs, we use a similar descent
cone to the one used in [9], [30] — that is, for f : Cd
2×d2
Herm →
R∪{∞} a proper convex function, and Xtrue ∈ Cd
2×d2
Herm , we use
the descent cone D(f,Xtrue, 0). This is the set of all directions,
originating at the point Xtrue, that cause the value of f to
decrease.
We define the function fˆ : Cd
2×d2
Herm → R∪{∞} as follows:
fˆ(Γ) =

tr(Γ) if Γ satisfies the
last three constraints in (I.7),
∞ otherwise.
(V.2)
By Prop. 7 in [9], our recovery bound is:
‖Γopt − J(U)d‖F ≤ 2η
λmin(Aˆ;D(fˆ , J(U)d, 0))
, (V.3)
and we want to lower-bound the quantity λmin:
λmin(Aˆ;D(fˆ , J(U)d, 0)) = inf
Y ∈Eˆ(U)
[ m∑
i=1
|tr(Y J(Ci)d2)|2
]1/2
,
(V.4)
where we define
Eˆ(U) = {Y ∈ D(fˆ , J(U)d, 0) | ‖Y ‖F = 1}. (V.5)
B. Mendelson’s small-ball method
We will use Mendelson’s small-ball method to lower-bound
λmin. We will prove a uniform lower-bound that holds for
all U simultaneously, i.e., we will lower-bound infU λmin. We
define
Eˆ =
⋃
U
Eˆ(U), (V.6)
where the union runs over all unitary processes U ∈
L(Cd×d,Cd×d) of the form U : ρ 7→ UρU†. We then take the
infimum over all Y ∈ Eˆ.
We will then lower-bound this quantity, using Mendelson’s
small-ball method (Theorem 8 in [9]): for any ξ > 0 and
t ≥ 0, with probability at least 1− e−2t2 , we have that
inf
Y ∈Eˆ
[ m∑
i=1
|tr(Y J(Ci)d2)|2
]1/2
≥ ξ√mQˆ2ξ(Eˆ)− 2Wˆm(Eˆ)− ξt, (V.7)
where we define
Qˆξ(Eˆ) = inf
Y ∈Eˆ
{
Pr
C∼Gˆ
[|tr(Y J(C)d2)| ≥ ξ]
}
, (V.8)
Wˆm(Eˆ) = E
i∼±1
Ci∼Gˆ
[
sup
Y ∈Eˆ
tr(Y Hˆ)
]
, Hˆ =
1√
m
m∑
i=1
εiJ(Ci)d2,
(V.9)
and ε1, . . . , εm are Rademacher random variables.
C. Lower-bounding Qˆξ(Eˆ)
We will lower-bound PrC∼Gˆ[|tr(Y J(C)d2)| ≥ ξ], for
any ξ ∈ [0, 1], using the Paley-Zygmund inequality, and
appropriate bounds on the second and fourth moments of
| tr(Y J(C)d2)|. To simplify the notation, let us define a
random variable
Sˆ = |tr(Y J(C)d2)|. (V.10)
We will first put Sˆ into a form that is easier to work
with. We can write Y in the form Y = J(Y)d, which is the
rescaled Choi matrix of some linear map Y ∈ L(Cd×d,Cd×d).
Using the relationship between the trace of Choi and Liouville
representations (see Appendix A), we have
Sˆ =| tr(J(Y)dJ(C)d2)|
=d| tr((CL)†YL)|
=d| tr((C† ⊗ CT )YL)|. (V.11)
1) Lower-bounding E(Sˆ2): Because we are working with a
unitary 4-design, and Sˆ2 only depends on the second moment
of the distribution, the bound will be the same as for a unitary
2-design, and we can use our bound from Section IV-E1, Eq.
(IV.32) (with τ = 1):
E(Sˆ2) ≥ d2(1− 2d ) tr(J(Y))2 + d2‖J(Y)‖2F
≥ 12d2 max
{
tr(J(Y))2, ‖J(Y)‖2F
}
, (V.12)
and also (using Eq. (IV.32)):
E(Sˆ2) ≥ d2‖J(Y)‖2F = ‖Y ‖2F = 1. (V.13)
2) Upper-bounding E(Sˆ4): Now we would like to bound
E[Sˆ4]. Because we are considering a unitary 4-design, which
has the same fourth moments as the Haar measure on unitaries,
instead of taking the average E[Sˆ4] over the 4-design, we will
take the average over Haar random unitaries.
We have
E[Sˆ4] =d4
∫
Haar
dU | tr ((U ⊗ U∗)YL) |4
=d4
∫
Haar
dU(
tr
(
(U ⊗ U∗)YL) tr ((U∗ ⊗ U)(YL)∗))2
=d4
∫
Haar
dU
tr
((
U ⊗ (U∗)⊗2 ⊗ U)⊗2 (YL ⊗ (YL)∗)⊗2) .
(V.14)
Using similar tricks as in the case of the second moment,
we have that∫
Haar
dU
(
U ⊗ (U∗)⊗2 ⊗ U)⊗2
= P15842673T2
(∫
Haar
dUU⊗4 ⊗ (U†)⊗4
)
P15842673.
(V.15)
We will define P ∗ = P15842673. Then we use Weingarten
functions [31]–[33] to obtain an expression for the integral
on the right hand side of Eq. (V.15) in terms of permutation
operators:∫
Haar
dUU⊗4 ⊗ (U†)⊗4 =
∑
σ,τ∈S4
Wg(d, 4, στ
−1)Pσ,τ ,
(V.16)
where S4 is the symmetric group of 4 elements, and
Pσ,τ =
Pτ(1)+4,τ(2)+4,τ(3)+4,τ(4)+4,σ−1(1),σ−1(2),σ−1(3),σ−1(4).
(V.17)
Combining Eqs, (V.14), (V.15), and (V.16), we have
E[Sˆ4] = d4
∑
σ,τ∈S4
Wg(d, 4, στ
−1)×
tr
(
P ∗T2(Pσ,τ )P ∗
(YL ⊗ (YL)∗)⊗2) . (V.18)
The permutations Pσ,τ in the sum will be of the form
Pwxyzabcd (where (wxyz) is a nonrepeating sequence
of elements in the set {5, 6, 7, 8} and (abcd) is a non-
repeating sequence of elements in the set {1, 2, 3, 4}.
Each term in the above sum is therefore of the form:
tr
(
P ∗T2 (Pwxyzabcd)P ∗
(YL ⊗ (YL)∗)⊗2)
= tr
P ∗T2
 ∑
j1,j2,j3,j4
j5,j6,j7,j8
|j1, j2, j3, j4, j5, j6, j7, j8〉〈jw, jx, jy, jz, ja, jb, jc, jd|
P ∗ (YL ⊗ (YL)∗)⊗2

= tr
P ∗ ∑
j1,j2,j3,j4
j5,j6,j7,j8
|j1, j2, j3, j4, ja, jb, jc, jd〉〈jw, jx, jy, jz, j5, j6, j7, j8|P ∗
(YL ⊗ (YL)∗)⊗2

= tr
 ∑
j1,j2,j3,j4
j5,j6,j7,j8
|j1, ja, jd, j4, j2, jb, jc, j3〉〈jw, j5, j8, jz, jx, j6, j7, jy|
(YL ⊗ (YL)∗)⊗2

=
∑
j1,j2,j3,j4
j5,j6,j7,j8
〈jw, j5|YL|j1, ja〉〈j8, jz|(YL)∗|jd, j4〉〈jx, j6|YL|j2, jb〉〈j7, jy|(YL)∗|jc, j3〉
=
∑
j1,j2,j3,j4
j5,j6,j7,j8
〈jw, j5|YL|j1, ja〉〈jz, j8|YL|j4, jd〉〈jx, j6|YL|j2, jb〉〈jy, j7|YL|j3, jc〉
=
∑
j1,j2,j3,j4
j5,j6,j7,j8
〈j1, j5|Yˆ|ja, jw〉〈j4, j8|Yˆ|jd, jz〉〈j2, j6|Yˆ|jb, jx〉〈j3, j7|Yˆ|jc, jy〉 (V.19)
where in the second to last line we have used Eq. (A.4), and in the last line, we have reordered the elements of YL as
〈jr, js|YL|jt, ju〉 = 〈jt, js|Yˆ|ju, jr〉. (V.20)
Now we will use a graphical representation of the matrices Yˆ in order to evaluate these terms:
Yˆ = 〈jt, js|Yˆ|ju, jr〉
r
u
s
t
(V.21)
Yˆ Yˆ = 〈jt, js|YˆYˆ|jm, jn〉 =
∑
u,r〈jt, js|Yˆ|ju, jr〉〈ju, jr|Yˆ|jm, jn〉
r
u
s
t
n
m
(V.22)
Yˆ =
∑
js,jt
〈jt, js|Yˆ|jt, js〉 = tr(Yˆ)
t
s
(V.23)
Furthermore, because of Eq. (IV.26) and Eq. (IV.27),
Yˆ = Yˆ = Yˆ = d tr(J(Y)).
t
ur
r u
s
t
s
(V.24)
We see that a single self-loop on either register forces the
other register to also have a self loop. Because of this simpli-
fying effect, we can enumerate all possible configurations of
commutative diagrams that arise from choices of (wxyzabcd)
in the last line of Eq. (V.19). We have the following 7 diagrams
that can represent the last line of Eq. (V.19):
I :
Yˆ Yˆ
Yˆ Yˆ
II :
Yˆ Yˆ
Yˆ Yˆ
III :
Yˆ Yˆ
Yˆ Yˆ
IV :
Yˆ Yˆ
Yˆ Yˆ
V :
Yˆ Yˆ
Yˆ Yˆ
(V.25)
VI :
Yˆ Yˆ
Yˆ Yˆ
(V.26)
VII :
Yˆ Yˆ
Yˆ Yˆ
(V.27)
These commutative diagrams were found in the following
way. First, there is the case that all four Yˆ’s have self loops.
This corresponds to Diagram I. Next, we consider the case
that three Yˆ’s have self loops, but in this case, the only way
to connect up the final Yˆ’s tensor legs is to create self loops,
so we are back to Diagram I. In the case that two Yˆ’s have self
loops, the only way to connect the remaining two Yˆ’s without
giving them self loops is as shown in Diagram II. Continuing
in this way, we can enumerate all possible diagrams.
We ignore diagrams that are identical to diagrams that
are depicted, but which have one or more loops reversed
in direction, or that have dashed and solid arrows switched.
This is acceptable, because by reordering the elements of the
matrix, as we did in Eq. (V.20), we can create a new figure
which looks identical to ones shown above, but involving
a new matrix Yˆ ′ whose elements are the same as Yˆ . In
our analysis below, we will ultimately see that our bounds
on the contributions due to each figure will depend only
on the Frobenius norm of YL, which only depends on the
elements of the matrix, and not on their ordering. (We also
have contributions that depend on the tr(Y), but these terms
only come from self-loops about a single element, for which
reordering does not produce a new term.)
For a square matrix A and integer i > 1, we will use the
following bound:
tr(Ai) = tr(Ai−1A)
= vec((Ai−1)T )T vec(A)
≤ ‖(Ai−1)T ‖F ‖A‖F
≤ ‖A‖iF (V.28)
where we have used Cauchy-Schwarz, the submultiplicative
property of the Frobenius norm, and the fact that ‖AT ‖F =
‖A‖F .
We now bound the contribution due to each diagram.
I: We read off the contribution of tr(Yˆ)4 = d4 tr(J(Y))4.
II: We have a contribution of
d2 tr(J(Y))2 tr(Yˆ2) ≤d2 tr(J(Y))2‖Yˆ‖2F
=d4 tr(J(Y))2‖J(Y)‖2F . (V.29)
III: We have a contribution of
d tr(J(Y)) tr(Yˆ3) ≤d tr(J(Y))‖Yˆ2‖3F
=d4 tr(J(Y))‖J(Y)‖3F . (V.30)
IV: We have a contribution of
tr(Fˆ4) ≤ d4‖J(F)‖4F . (V.31)
V: We reprint the diagram here, but with labels:
V :
Yˆ Yˆ
Yˆ Yˆ
β
ξ
γ
ψ
α
χ
δ
φ
(V.32)
Let K be the d× d matrix such that
〈ja|K|jb〉 =
√∑
jc,jd
(
〈ja, jc|Yˆ|jb, jd〉
)2
. (V.33)
Then the contribution of the diagram is bounded by
∑
jα,jβ ,jγ ,jδ
jξ,jχ,jφ,jψ
〈jφ, jβ |Yˆ|jχ, jα〉〈jχ, jα|Yˆ|jξ, jβ〉
× 〈jξ, jδ|Yˆ|jψ, jγ〉〈jψ, jγ |Yˆ|jφ, jδ〉
≤
∑
jξ,jχ
jφ,jψ
√√√√∑
jα,jβ
(
〈jφ, jβ |Yˆ|jχ, jα〉
)2
×
√√√√∑
jα,jβ
(
〈jχ, jα|Yˆ|jξ, jβ〉
)2
×
√√√√∑
jγ ,jδ
(
〈jξ, jδ|Yˆ|jψ, jγ〉
)2
×
√√√√∑
jγ ,jδ
(
〈jψ, jγ |Yˆ|jφ, jδ〉
)2
≤
∑
jξ,jχ
jφ,jψ
〈jφ|K|jχ〉〈jχ|K|jξ〉〈jξ|K|jψ〉〈jψ|K|jφ〉
= tr(K4)
≤ ‖K‖4F
=
∑
ja,jb
∑
jc,jd
(
〈ja, jc|Yˆ|jb, jd〉
)22
= ‖Yˆ‖4F
= d4‖J(Y)‖4F . (V.34)
VI: We reprint the diagram here, but with labels:
VI :
Yˆ Yˆ
Yˆ Yˆ
β γα δ
ψ
φ
χ
ξ
(V.35)
Let K ′ be the d× d matrix such that
〈ja|K ′|jb〉 =
√∑
jc,jd
(
〈ja, jc|Yˆ|jb, jd〉
)2
. (V.36)
Then the contribution of the diagram is bounded by∑
jα,jβ ,jγ ,jδ
jξ,jχ,jφ,jψ
〈jξ, jβ |Yˆ|jχ, jα〉〈jφ, jα|Yˆ|jψ, jβ〉
× 〈jψ, jδ|Yˆ|jφ, jγ〉〈jχ, jγ |Yˆ|jξ, jδ〉
≤
∑
jξ,jχ
jφ,jψ
√√√√∑
jα,jβ
(
〈jξ, jβ |Yˆ|jχ, jα〉
)2
×
√√√√∑
jα,jβ
(
〈jφ, jα|Yˆ|jψ, jβ〉
)2
×
√√√√∑
jγ ,jδ
(
〈jψ, jδ|Yˆ|jφ, jγ〉
)2
×
√√√√∑
jγ ,jδ
(
〈jχ, jγ |Yˆ|jξ, jδ〉
)2
≤
∑
jξ,jχ
jφ,jψ
〈jξ|K ′|jχ〉〈jχ|K ′|jξ〉〈jφ|K ′|jψ〉〈jψ|K ′|jφ〉
= tr(K ′2)2
≤ ‖K ′‖4F
=
∑
ja,jb
∑
jc,jd
(
〈ja, jc|Yˆ|jb, jd〉
)22
= ‖Yˆ‖4F
= d4‖J(Y)‖4F . (V.37)
VII: We have a contribution of
tr(Yˆ2) tr(Yˆ2) ≤‖Yˆ‖4F
≤d4‖J(Y)‖4F . (V.38)
Looking at all possible diagrams, we see that the total
contribution of any diagram is less than
d4 max{tr(J(Y))4, ‖J(Y)‖4F }. (V.39)
Hence this bounds the size of any term in Eq. (V.18). Each
term in Eq. (V.18) is multiplied by a Weingarten function
Wg(d, 4, στ
−1). The largest Weingarten term is
Wg(d, 4, (1234)) =
d4 − 8d2 + 6
(d+ 3)(d+ 2)(d+ 1)(d− 1)(d− 2)(d− 3)d2
<
2
d4
(V.40)
for d > 3. There are (4!)2 total terms in the sum. Putting it
all together, we have
E[Sˆ4] ≤ 2(4!)2d4 max{tr(J(Y))4, ‖J(Y)‖4F } (V.41)
for d > 3.
Now we combine Eqs. (V.12), (V.13), and (V.41), and the
Payley-Zygmund inquality to obtain
P
[
Sˆ ≥ ξ
]
≥ P
[
Sˆ2 ≥ ξ2E[Sˆ2]
]
≥ (1− ξ
2)2(ESˆ2)2
ESˆ4
≥ (1− ξ
2)2 14d
4 max{tr(J(F))4, ‖J(F)‖4F }
2(4!)2d4 max{tr(J(F))4, ‖J(F)‖4F }
≥ (1− ξ
2)2
8(4!)2
. (V.42)
Thus
Qˆξ(Eˆ) ≥ (1− ξ
2)2
8(4!)2
. (V.43)
D. Upper-bounding Wˆm(Eˆ)
In this section, we will bound
Wˆm(Eˆ) = E sup
Y ∈Eˆ
tr(Y Hˆ), Hˆ =
1√
m
m∑
i=1
εiJ(Ci)d2,
(V.44)
where the εi are Rademacher random variables, and the
expectation is taken both over the εi and the choice of the
unitaries Ci in the unitary 4-design. Because a unitary 4-design
is also a unitary 2-design, a nearly identical argument to that
used in Sec. IV-F holds, and we have
Wˆm(Eˆ) ≤ c5
√
ln d · d, (V.45)
where c5 > 0 is some numerical constant.
E. Final result
Combining equations (V.4), (V.7), (V.43) and (V.45), and
setting ξ = 1/4 and t = 116 · 18(4!)2
√
m, we get that:
inf
U
λmin(Aˆ;D(fˆ , J(U)d, 0))
≥ 14
√
m 916 · 18(4!)2 − 2c5
√
ln d · d− 14 t
= 14
√
m 12 · 18(4!)2 − 2c5
√
ln d · d.
(V.46)
Now we set m ≥ (64(4!)2c0)2 · d2 ln d, which implies
1
64(4!)2c0
√
m ≥
√
ln d · d, (V.47)
hence
inf
U
λmin(Aˆ;D(fˆ , J(U)d, 0))
≥
√
m
64(4!)2
(
1− 2c5
c0
)
.
(V.48)
This can be plugged into our approximate recovery bound
(V.3). This finishes the proof of Theorem I.1. 
VI. QUANTUM PROCESS TOMOGRAPHY
A. Motivation
Quantum process tomography is an important tool for the
experimental development of large-scale quantum information
processors. Process tomography is a means of obtaining com-
plete knowledge of the dynamical evolution of a quantum
system. This allows for accurate calibration of quantum gates,
as well as characterization of qubit noise processes, such as
dephasing, leakage, and cross-talk. These are the types of error
processes that must be understood and ameliorated in order
build scalable quantum computers with error rates below the
fault-tolerance threshold.
Formally, a quantum process E is described by a completely-
positive trace-preserving linear map E : Cd×d → Cd×d, which
maps density matrices to density matrices. We want to learn
E by applying it on known input states ρ, and measuring the
output states E(ρ).
Process tomography is challenging for (at least) two reasons.
First, it requires estimating a large number of parameters:
for a system of n qubits, the Hilbert space has dimension
d = 2n, and a general quantum process has approximately
d4 = 24n degrees of freedom. For example, to characterize the
cross-talk between a pair of two-qubit gates acting on n = 4
qubits, using the most general approach, one must estimate
∼ 216 parameters. To address this issue, several authors have
proposed methods based on compressed sensing, which exploit
sparse or low-rank structure in the unknown state or process,
to reduce the number of measurements that must be performed
[3], [5], [40]–[44].
The second challenge is that, in most real experimental
setups, one must perform process tomography using state
preparation and measurement devices that are imperfect. These
devices introduce state preparation and measurement errors
(“SPAM errors”), which limit the accuracy of process tomog-
raphy. This limit is encountered in practice, and often produces
non-physical estimates of processes [49]. Perhaps surprisingly,
there are methods that are robust to SPAM errors, such as
randomized benchmarking [45]–[49], and gate set tomography
[37]–[39].
Here, we show how our phase retrieval techniques can
address both of these challenges. We focus on the special case
where we want to learn a unitary quantum process. This is a
process U : Cd×d → Cd×d that has the form
U : ρ 7→ UρU†, (VI.1)
where U ∈ Cd×d is a unitary matrix. This describes the
dynamics of a closed quantum system, e.g., time evolution
generated by some Hamiltonian, or the action of unitary gates
in a quantum computer. Using our phase retrieval techniques,
we devise methods for learning U that are both fast and robust
to SPAM errors (at least in principle).
Whereas a generic quantum process would have ∼ d4
degrees of freedom, U has only ∼ d2 degrees of free-
dom. Our phase retrieval techniques work by estimating
m = O(d2poly(log d)) parameters of U , hence they achieve
a quadratic speedup over conventional tomography. Further-
more, we show how these measurements can be implemented
using commonly-available quantum operations. In particular,
they can be performed using randomized benchmarking pro-
tocols, which are robust to SPAM errors.
B. Measurement Techniques
In order to learn the unknown process U , we would like
to measure the quantities |tr(C†i U)|2, where C1, . . . , Cm are
chosen at random from a unitary 4- or 2-design in Cd×d. Then
we can apply the PhaseLift algorithm to reconstruct U .
We remark that these measurements are quite different from
the Pauli measurements that were used in earlier works on
compressed sensing for quantum tomography [3]–[5]. In those
earlier works, one would estimate the Pauli expectation values
of the Jamiolkowski state J(U). This led to measurements of
the form tr((P1⊗P2)J(U)) = 1d tr(P1UP2U†), where P1 and
P2 were multi-qubit Pauli operators.
There are (at least) two ways of measuring the quantity
|tr(C†U)|2, for some prescribed unitary C ∈ Cd×d. The
first way works by estimating the Choi-Jamiolkowski state
of U . This method is straightforward, and fairly efficient,
but it requires reliable and error-free state preparations and
measurements.
To apply this method, recall that any quantum process E
can be equivalently described by its Choi-Jamiolkowski state,
J(E) = (E ⊗ I)(|Φ+〉〈Φ+|) ∈ Cd2×d2 , (VI.2)
which is obtained by applying E to one half of the maximally
entangled state |Φ+〉 = 1√
d
∑d−1
i=0 |i〉 ⊗ |i〉 ∈ Cd
2
. In the
case of a unitary process U , this is equivalent to the “lifted”
representation of U used in PhaseLift:
J(U) = (U ⊗ I)|Φ+〉〈Φ+|(U† ⊗ I)
=
1
d
vec(U)vec(U)†.
(VI.3)
In particular, this implies that
|tr(C†U)|2 = d2 tr(J(C)J(U))
= d2
∣∣〈Φ+|(C† ⊗ I)(U ⊗ I)|Φ+〉∣∣2. (VI.4)
Thus, the quantity |tr(C†U)|2 can be estimated via the
following procedure: (1) prepare a maximally entangled state
|Φ+〉 on two registers; (2) apply the unknown unitary operation
U (on the first register); (3) apply the prescribed unitary
operation C† (on the first register); (4) measure both registers
in the Bell bases; (5) repeat the above steps, and count the
number of times that the outcome |Φ+〉 is observed.
The second way of estimating |tr(C†U)|2 makes use of
a more sophisticated technique known as randomized bench-
marking tomography [48], [49]. This method is robust to
SPAM errors, but it is also quite resource-intensive. In addi-
tion, this method requires that the measurement matrix C be
chosen from some group that has a computationally efficient
description, such as the Clifford group [26], [27].
In randomized benchmarking tomography, one implements
a sequence that alternates between applying a random Clifford
and applying the unknown unitary map U . This alternation
repeats L times, and then is followed by a single recovery
Clifford operation. For example, the recovery operation could
be the Clifford that inverts the action of the L randomly
applied Cliffords in the sequence, so the total effect of the
L+1 applied Cliffords (ignoring the applications of U) would
be the identity.
This protocol, when repeated many times, and for many
different lengths L, produces a measurement signature of a
decaying exponential in L, where the rate of decay depends
only on tr(U). By choosing different recovery operations, one
can cause the rate of decay to depend on tr(UC†) for any
Clifford C. (This analysis assumes that Clifford operations can
be implemented perfectly. If the Clifford operations contain
errors, this procedure still works, and it produces a character-
ization of the process U ◦ Λ, where Λ is the average Clifford
error.)
To summarize, randomized benchmarking tomography al-
lows us to estimate quantities of the form tr(UC†), where we
can choose C : ρ 7→ CρC† to be any Clifford operation. We
can rewrite this as
tr(UC†) = d2 tr(J(U)J(C)) = |tr(C†U)|2. (VI.5)
C. Numerical Simulation
We ran numerical simulations to assess the performance
of the PhaseLift algorithm for reconstructing an unknown
unitary operation U : ρ 7→ UρU† (where U ∈ Cd×d), using
random Clifford measurements C1, . . . , Cm ∈ Cd×d. In our
simulations, we chose U at random, by sampling from the Haar
distribution on the unitary group. We then sampled the Ci from
the uniform distribution on the Clifford group. We compared
this with a second scenario, where the Ci were sampled from
the Haar distribution on the unitary group, since this is the
“best” measurement ensemble for phase retrieval.
We simulated the measurement procedure (I.6) on U , in the
noiseless case (ε = 0). Then we solved the PhaseLift convex
program (I.7), again in the noiseless case (η = 0), in order to
obtain an estimate U ′ of U . Here we omitted the non-spikiness
constraints (I.14), in order to make the convex program easier
to solve. Finally, we computed the reconstruction error in the
Frobenius norm, ‖J(U ′)− J(U)‖F .
The results are shown in Figure 1. These results suggest that
phase retrieval using random Clifford measurements performs
nearly as well as phase retrieval using Haar-random unitary
measurements. In both cases, the number of measurements
scales as m ≈ Cd2, where C ≈ 4.8. This suggests that, al-
though random Clifford operations are not a unitary 4-design,
they are “close enough” to ensure accurate reconstruction of
unitary matrices via phase retrieval.
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APPENDIX
Given a completely positive and trace preserving quantum
operation F : Cd×d → Cd×d, there are several useful repre-
sentation of F . One is the Choi-Jamiolkowski representation
J(F) ∈ Cd2×d2 ,
J(F) = (F ⊗ I)(|Φ+〉〈Φ+|), (A.1)
which is obtained by applying F to one half of the maximally
entangled state |Φ+〉 = 1√
d
∑d−1
i=0 |i〉 ⊗ |i〉 ∈ Cd
2
. Another is
the Liouville representation FL ∈ Cd2×d2 ,
〈kl|FL|ij〉 = 〈k|F(|i〉〈j|)|l〉
= d〈ki|J(F)|lj〉, (A.2)
where |i〉, |j〉, |l〉 and |k〉 are any standard basis states.
All representations are completely equivalent, and it is a
simple exercise to convert between them. However, certain
representations make it easier to check for properties like
complete positivity.
For example from the complete positivity constraint, we
have that J(X ) is Hermitian, so
〈ki|J(X )|lj〉 = 〈lj|J(X )∗|ki〉. (A.3)
Converting this into Liouville representation, we have
〈kl|XL|ij〉 = 〈lk|(XL)∗|ji〉. (A.4)
Using this fact, we can show that for completely positive
superoperators F and K,
tr(J(F)J(K)) = 1
d2
tr(FL(KL)†). (A.5)
To see this, we calculate
tr(J(F)J(K)) = 1
d2
tr
∑
ij
F(|i〉〈j|)K(|j〉〈i|)

=
1
d2
∑
ijkl
〈k|F(|i〉〈j|)|l〉〈l|K(|j〉〈i|)|k〉
=
1
d2
∑
ijkl
〈kl|FL|ij〉〈kl|(KL)∗|ij〉
=
1
d2
tr(FL(KL)†). (A.6)
Additionally, we note that for unitary maps U : ρ 7→ UρU†,
where U is a unitary operation, the corresponding Liouville
representation takes the form
UL = U ⊗ U∗, (A.7)
because
U(|i〉〈j|) = U |i〉〈j|U† (A.8)
Using Eq. (A.5) and Eq. (A.7), we have that for a map U
representing a unitary U and a map C representing a unitary
C, that
tr(J(U)J(C)) = (1/d2)|tr(U†C)|2. (A.9)
